
"For me the best part of
being a hubster is
understanding the business
of public speaking, how it
works and how can I become
more professional in it.
Thank you for your work" 

"Having had the opportunity
to present my keynote in a
safe space for feedback, prior
to major showcases was a
huge benefit. In addition to
Nick's masterful observations
(you like that one Nick? ), I
really appreciate the
feedback from the smart
group of people that have
been curated for the HUB.
This provides a fulfilling
social learning experience."

"I love the connection to
fellow speakers in the PW
Hub.

Getting to know and
understand their struggles
and triumphs has helped me
raise my own game and feel
less alone in an industry that
can often be so isolating."

"I’ve found getting access to
the insights of the experts
you bring to us incredibly
valuable. Being able to ask
them anything and hear what
others ask has been helpful.
Totally worth the 3am alarm
for!"

Year in Review

Our first year as a network was one of
experimentation, growth, and lots of great cross-

pollination. We heard from speaker bureau leaders,
other speaker coaches, legendary speakers, experts

on TEDx, and speaker managers. We heard talks
from members and gave feedback to each other on

our marketing approaches, our storytelling, our
branding, and our keynotes in general. We learned

about primals and body language, framing and action
steps. Most of all, we networked with each other

and helped each other open doors to the business of
public speaking. The feedback from members was
uniformly positive, and we are launched already in

Year Two with more experts, more inside
knowledge, more connections, and more

networking!

"Nick Morgan's unrivaled
presence in the world of
communication and speaking
enables him to access the
best minds and most
influential players. He brings
this deep expertise to the
PW Hub, where these
luminaries guide, advise, and
demystify the world of
professional speaking."

"Having had the opportunity to present my keynote in a safe space for feedback, prior to major
showcases was a huge benefit. In addition to Nick's masterful observations (you like that one Nick? ),
I really appreciate the feedback from the smart group of people that have been curated for the HUB.
This provides a fulfilling social learning experience.Nick Morgan's unrivaled presence in the world of
communication and speaking enables him to access the best minds and most influential players. He
brings this deep expertise to the PW Hub, where these luminaries guide, advise, and demystify the
world of professional speaking."


